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• External Awareness is the first step in understanding risk 

• Speciality drugs are the root cause of potential risk 

• Affecting government, carriers, advisors and organizations alike – everything is wrapped 

around high cost drugs

• Inflation & catastrophic risks are other external risks
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• What exactly are specialty drugs

• How drug plans have evolved (e.g. biologics)

o How it was meant to work 

o How it is really working 

o How it is changing 

• How networks have expanded (e.g. hospitals, clinics)
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Focus in on Government
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GOVERNMENT

• 3 Pharmacare provinces and RAMQ (Quebec)

• We have universal healthcare, but no universal drug coverage 

• Not all provinces are aligned
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Focus in on Carrier
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CARRIER

• Extended Drug Policy Protection Program – EP3

o Taking catastrophic drug risk and sharing with all Insurers in Canada

• Stop Loss / Pooling concepts and their issues 

o You don’t own the product 

• New Language

o “known risks” and “recurring risks” 
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CARRIER

• Current “benefits” world:

o Unilateral Contract Changes 

o Anti-selection

• Insurer treating their own block inconsistently (i.e. fully insured and ASO)
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Focus in on Advisor
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ADVISOR

• Fast changing environment 

• TRG pooling survey September 2016 – results irrelevant today

• Benefits world is becoming more complex 

• If plan sponsor makes a wrong decision it could be irreversible 
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Focus in on Plan Sponsor
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PLAN SPONSOR

• Looking behind the curtain 
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• Large speciality drug claim for an employee’s spouse

• The spouse and employee had similar coverage with separate carriers 

• Spouse’s coverage declined and picked up by the employee’s coverage

• No sharing of information due to privacy
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• Large drug claim for Soliris since 2009

• Stop/loss moved from 7% to 20% over 6 years ($35k to $140k)

• Plan Sponsor cannot move carriers because of this large high cost drug claim
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• Carriers declining to quote because of a $45k recurring drug claim 

• Plan is EP3 eligible 

• EP3 meant to protect transferability 
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• How do organizations assess risk

• What does a risk conversation look like
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• Identification and awareness of the risks

o becoming aware from unaware

• Risk tolerance

o are you risk averse or risk taker
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• What does a risk conversation look like

• Risk management protocol includes 5 steps:

1. Identify risks 

2. Assess risks (present and future)

3. Communicate and delegate

4. Resolve – Transfer, Reduce, Mitigate, Live with 

5. Document, document, document!! 
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Step 1 - Identify Risks

• Internal- Sustainability & Catastrophe

• External- Beyond your control 
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Step 2 - Assess Risks (present and future) 

• How do you assess corporate risks internally? 

• Is there a process? How do you measure your Tolerance or Acceptance of these 

Risks? 
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Step 3 - Communicate and Delegate

• Who is responsible to handle?

• Is there a system to identify personnel who can handle the risk assessment and 

handling?
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Step 4 – Risk handling

• Transfer or

• Reduce or

• Mitigate or

• Live with or

• A combo of the above
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Step 5 - Document 

Personnel will turn over

• What process was employed?

• Who made decisions?

• Why was the specific decision made?

• How often should Risk assessments be conducted? 
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A Risk Conversation can take many shapes and forms. You may have employed tools or 

resources already. In event you have not started, we have streamlined the 5 steps to 

consider 3 things:

1. How does your organization deal with Risk today? 

o Starting point of ‘what is our risk process’. Are there any internal protocols for 

risks?

2. How aware are you of benefit plan risks?

o Have you ever had a benefit Risk discussion and identified your risks? 

3. Once identified, how tolerant are you to these same identified risks?

o Once you know these 3 things – then you can have the discussion – The Risk 

Conversation 
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• Some examples of risks that organizations could potentially face today 
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• Some examples of risks that organizations could potentially face today (cont’d) 

• Have you ever done the math on your historical rate inflation on EHC (pre and post 

generic drug legislation & pre/post patent cliff?)

• What is your internal process to assess Tolerance to identified benefit risks?

• Is your organization Averse or willing to take risk?

• Knowing your plan risks and your Tolerance to those risks, you want to answer this 

question:

o Does our current benefit strategy and accompanying risks align with your 

tolerance acceptance?
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Defining your Drug Plan

• Is your plan ‘closed’ or ‘open’ to potential risks? 

• Catastrophe has a low probability but… could happen. And if it does, you cannot 

fix the problem after the fact

• Will you accept it? High risk taker � is an open gate plan; Low risk taker � is a 

closed gate plan
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• Taking a look at how inflation can impact premiums over the course of time

• A typical Family EHB rate today is $170 per month

• One example at a 10% inflation rate and the other at a 3% inflation rate

• What can your organization tolerate?

• Patent cliff is over and Drug reduction legislation has now run through plans financially
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• There was a large push to mandatory generic in the industry

• Surveys of plan sponsors validate that generic substitution is viewed as a ‘gates closed’ 

solution

• This is an example of sponsors having a false sense of security

• There are things often happening in the backend that employers need to know in order 

to make more informed decisions 
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What Tools and Resources are you employing today to address benefit Risk Management? 

• Examples of tools we have developed:

• Risk Tolerance Questionnaire

• Strategy Index Rank (Plan design risk ranking) 

• Some Risks cannot be transferred, eliminated or mitigated if there were not 

addressed in advance of the event (eg. You cannot buy car insurance for an 

accident that has occurred)
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• Connecting global awareness and internal awareness to come up with the most aligned 

strategy or road map for that specific employer 

• Is your plan design risk level aligned with your Tolerance? The gap should be identified 

and addressed

• If your org is a risk taker and your plan has transferred most risk to insurer there is a 

misalignment and corresponding financial consequence
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• Consultants have benefit of a broader context and sample size to understand 

consequences of inaction or specific strategies and corresponding risk

• Their sense of danger is acutely developed

• Due to risk probability of events, some many plan sponsors have not been exposed to 

catastrophe and could have an acutely developed sense of false  security 
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• We’ve reviewed the history and reviewed what’s happening today in your plan… and 

determined that there is a potential mismatch between strategy alignment and 

tolerance level… now what? 

• Ultimately answer the question: Does our current strategy align with our tolerance 

level?

o What questions to ask to get the answer to this? 
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There are two things sponsors need to fix

1. Their awareness of Risks needs to be elevated

2. Align drug design risk level with acceptable Tolerance

The design risk continuum has a range from an annual drug cap to an open formulary. 

Where does your  plan design fall on the risk continuum.
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• Know your insurance carrier

• Not all insurance carriers act or react in the same way – and they won’t all offer the 

same type of solutions 

• For example, how will your insurance carrier behave with stop/loss changes and what 

tools do they offer as solutions to the problem?
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• What solutions are there? And which solutions would you consider? Solution options 

can include:

o Drug Cap

o Pharmacare Formulary with Special Authority

o Carve out drug only to make fully insured

o Reformulary, etc. 

• Strategy & impact on gates open/gate closed concept 
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At the end of the day you have 2 choices:

1. Remain with the Status Quo

2. Align strategy with organizational tolerance

Either decision requires clear documentation
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• Risk mapping & risk conversation to identify areas of opportunity

• After the employer is well informed, they’ll need to create a roadmap for milestones and 

what the future could look like
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• The process of identifying risks and tolerance is an evolving state and must be reviewed 

regularly 

• Future trends that may affect your risk 

• This is a step by step journey 
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Questions?
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